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Abstract
One of the key difficulties in using estimation-of-distribution algorithms
is choosing the population sizes appropriately: Too small values lead to
genetic drift, which can cause enormous difficulties. In the regime with
no genetic drift, however, often the runtime is roughly proportional to the
population size, which renders large population sizes inefficient.
Based on a recent quantitative analysis which population sizes lead to
genetic drift, we propose a parameter-less version of the compact genetic al-
gorithm that automatically finds a suitable population size without spending
too much time in situations unfavorable due to genetic drift.
∗Both authors contributed equally to this work and both act as corresponding authors.
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We prove an easy mathematical runtime guarantee for this algorithm
and conduct an extensive experimental analysis on four classic benchmark
problems. The former shows that under a natural assumption, our algorithm
has a performance similar to the one obtainable from the best population
size. The latter confirms that missing the right population size can be highly
detrimental and shows that our algorithm as well as a previously proposed
parameter-less one based on parallel runs avoids such pitfalls. Comparing
the two approaches, ours profits from its ability to abort runs which are
likely to be stuck in a genetic drift situation.
1 Introduction
Estimation-of-distribution algorithms (EDAs) [LL02, PHL15] are a branch of evo-
lutionary algorithms (EAs) that evolve a probabilistic model instead of a popula-
tion. The update of the probabilistic model is based on the current model and the
fitness of a population sampled according to the model. The size of this popula-
tion is crucial for the performance of the EDA. Taking the UMDA [MP96] with
artificial frequency margins {1/n, 1− 1/n} optimizing the n-dimensional Decep-
tiveLeadingBlocks problem as an example, Lehre and Nguyen [LN19, The-
orem 4.9] showed that if the population size is small (λ = Ω(log n) ∩ o(n)) and
the selective pressure is standard (µ/λ ≥ 14/1000), then the expected runtime is
exp(Ω(λ)). The essential reason for this weak performance, quantified in Doerr
and Zheng [DZ20] but observed also in many previous works, is that the small
population size leads to strong genetic drift, that is, the random fluctuations of
frequencies caused by the random sampling of search points eventually move some
sampling frequencies towards a boundary of the frequency range which is not justi-
fied by the fitness. Doerr and Krejca’s recent work [DK20d] showed that when the
population size is large enough, that is, λ = Ω(n log n) and µ = Θ(λ), the genetic
drift effect is weak and with high probability, the UMDA finds the optimum in
λ(n/2 + 2e lnn) fitness evaluations. This runtime bound is roughly proportional
to the population size λ. Assuming that this bound describes the true runtime be-
havior (no lower bound was shown in [DK20d]), we see that a too large population
size will again reduce the efficiency of the algorithm.
We refer to the recent survey paper of Krejca and Witt [KW20] for more
runtime analyses of EDAs. For most of the results presented there, a minimum
population size is necessary and then the runtime is roughly proportional to the
population size. In a word, for many EDAs a too small population size leads to
genetic drift, while a too large size results in inefficiency. Choosing the appropriate
population size is one of the key difficulties in the practical usage of EDAs.
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We note that there have been attempts to define EDAs that are not prone
to genetic drift [FKK16, DK20c], also with promising results, but from the few
existing results (essentially only for the OneMax, BinVal, and LeadingOnes
benchmarks) it is hard to estimate how promising these ideas are for real-world
optimization problems. For this reason, in this works we rather discuss how to set
the parameters for the established EDAs.
Parameter tuning and parameter control have successfully been used to find
suitable parameter values. However, both approaches will usually only design
problem-specific strategies and often require sophisticated expertise to become
successful.
In order to free the practitioner from the task of choosing parameters, re-
searchers have tried to remove the parameters from the algorithm while trying to
maintain a good performance, ideally comparable to the one with best parameter
choice for the problem to be solved. Such algorithms are called parameter-less1.
This paper will address the problem of designing a parameter-less compact genetic
algorithm (cGA). In an early work, Harik and Lobo [HL99] proposed two strate-
gies to remove the population size of crossover-based genetic algorithms. One
basic strategy is doubling the population size and restarting when all individuals’
genotypes have become the same. The drawback of this strategy is long runtime
when genetic drift becomes detrimental, which is hard to detect. Harik and Lobo
proposed a second strategy in which multiple populations with different sizes run
simultaneously, smaller population sizes may use more function evaluations, but
are removed once their fitness value falls behind the one of larger populations.
Their experimental results showed that the algorithm with this second strategy
only had a small performance loss over the regular genetic algorithm with optimal
parameter settings. Many extensions of this strategy and applications with other
optimization algorithms have followed, giving rise to the extended compact ge-
netic algorithm [LL04], the hierarchical Bayesian optimization algorithm [PL04],
and many others.
Goldman and Punch [GP14] proposed the parameter-less population pyramid,
called P3, to iteratively construct a collection of populations. In P3, the popu-
lation in the pyramid expands iteratively by first adding a currently not existing
solution obtained by some local search strategy into the lowest population, and
then utilizing some model-building methods to expand the population in all hier-
archies of the pyramid. Since initially no population exists in the pyramid, this
algorithm frees the practitioner from specifying a population size. For EDAs, Do-
err [Doe19c] recently proposed another strategy building a parallel EDA running
1Not surprisingly, many mechanisms to remove parameters have themselves some parameters.
The name parameter-less might still be justified when these meta-parameters have a less critical
influence on the performance of the algorithm.
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with exponentially growing population size. With a careful strategy to assign the
computational resources, he obtained that under a suitable assumption this par-
allel EDA only had a logarithmic factor performance loss over the corresponding
original EDA using the optimal population size.
Our contribution: The above parameter-less strategies use clever but indirect
ways to handle the possibly long wasted time caused by genetic drift. In this
work, we aim at a more direct approach by exploiting a recent mathematical
analysis which predicts when genetic drift arises. Doerr and Zheng [DZ20] have
theoretically analyzed the boundary hitting time caused by the genetic drift. In
very simple words, their result indicates that genetic drift in a bit position of
the compact genetic algorithm (cGA) occurs when the runtime of the algorithm
exceeds 4µ2, where µ is the hypothetical population size of the cGA. We use this
insight to design the following parameter-less version of the cGA. Our parameter-
less cGA, called smart-restart cGA, is a simple restart process with exponentially
growing population size. It stops a run once the risk of genetic drift is deemed too
high, based on the analysis in [DZ20].
Since Doerr and Zheng [DZ20] proved that a neutral frequency reaches the
boundaries of the frequency range in an expected number of 4µ2 generations, via
Markov’s inequality we know that with probability at least 1/2 a boundary is
reached in 8µ2 generations. Since genetic drift affects neutral bits stronger than
those subject to a clear fitness signal, we can pessimistically take 8µ2 generations
as the termination budget for a cGA run with population size µ.
This heuristic builds only a single frequency. Since there are n frequencies, one
may speculate that the first of these reaches a boundary already in Θ(µ2/ lnn)
generations. We do not have a fully rigorous analysis showing that the first of
the frequencies reaches a boundary in O(µ2/ lnn) iterations, but the tail bound
in [DZ20] shows that this does not happen earlier and our experiments suggest
that taking this smaller budget is indeed often profitable. For this reason, we
work with both termination criteria, where for the latter we choose the implicit
constant as c = 0.5, based on our experimental investigation how the cGA with
varying population sizes optimizes various benchmark problems.
For our algorithm, we prove a mathematical runtime guarantee. For this we
assume that there are numbers µ˜ and T such that the cGA with all population
size µ ≥ µ˜ solves the given problem in time µT with sufficiently high probabil-
ity. Such a runtime behavior is indeed often observed, see, e.g., [KW20]. We
theoretically prove that under this assumption, our smart-restart cGA solves the
problem in expected time max{O(µ˜2), O(T 2)} when a termination budget of 8µ2 is
used, and in expected time max{O(µ˜2/ lnn), O(T 2 lnn)} when a termination bud-
get of Θ(µ2/ lnn) is used. Together with the known results that the cGA with all
µ = Ω(
√
n log n)∩O(poly(n)) optimizes the OneMax function and the Jump with
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jump size k ≤ 1
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lnn−1 in time O(√nµ) with probability 1−o(1) [Doe19c, SW19],
this shows that our algorithm with the second termination rule optimizes the Jump
and OneMax benchmark in time O(n logn), which is the asymptotically best per-
formance the cGA can have with an optimal choice of µ.
For an algorithm with the two generation budgets as well as the original cGA
and the parallel-run cGA as comparison, we conduct an extensive experimen-
tal analysis on the OneMax, LeadingOnes, Jump, and DeceptiveLeading-
Blocks functions. Our experimental results indicate that the better runtime
of our smart-restart cGAs against parallel-run cGA appears on OneMax and
LeadingOnes functions no matter using 8µ2 or 0.5µ2/ lnn generation budgets,
and the better runtime on Jump and DeceptiveLeadingBlocks function when
using 0.5µ2/ lnn generation budget. Our experimental results also show that in-
deed missing the right population size can be detrimental.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the
preliminaries including a detailed description of the compact genetic algorithm and
the parallel-run cGA. Our proposed smart-restart cGA will be stated in Section 3.
Sections 4 and 5 show the theoretical result and experimental analysis respectively.
Section 6 concludes our paper.
2 Preliminaries
In this paper, we consider algorithms maximizing pseudo-boolean functions f :
{0, 1}n → R. Since our smart-restart cGA is based on the original cGA of Harik,
Lobo, and Goldberg [HLG99] and since we will compare our algorithm with the
parallel-run cGA [Doe19c], this section will give a brief introduction to these al-
gorithms.
2.1 The Compact Genetic Algorithm
The compact genetic algorithm (cGA) with hypothetical population size µ sam-
ples two individuals in each generation and moves the sampling frequencies by an
absolute value of 1/µ towards the bit values of the better individual. Usually, in
order to avoid frequencies reaching the absorbing boundaries 0 or 1, the artificial
margins 1/n and 1 − 1/n are utilized, that is, we restrict the frequency values to
be in the interval [1/n, 1 − 1/n]. The following Algorithm 1 shows the details.
As common in runtime analysis, we do not specify a termination criterion. When
talking about the runtime of an algorithm, we mean the first time (measured by
the number of fitness evaluations) an optimum was sampled.
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Algorithm 1 The cGA to maximize a function f : {0, 1}n → R with hypothetical
population size µ
1: p0 = (12 ,
1
2 , . . . ,
1
2) ∈ [0, 1]n
2: for g = 1, 2, . . . do
%%Sample two individuals Xg1 ,X
g
2
3: for i = 1, 2 do
4: for j = 1, 2, . . . , n do
5: Xgi,j ← 1 with probability pg−1j and Xgi,j ← 0 with probability 1− pg−1j .
6: end for
7: end for
%%Update of the frequency vector
8: if f(Xg1 ) ≥ f(Xg2 ) then
9: p′ = pg−1 + 1µ(X
g
1 −Xg2 );
10: else
11: p′ = pg−1 + 1µ(X
g
2 −Xg1 );
12: end if
13: pg = min{max{ 1n , p′}, 1− 1n};
14: end for
2.2 The Parallel-run cGA
The parallel EDA framework was proposed by Doerr [Doe19c] as a side result when
discussing the connection between runtime bounds that hold with high probabil-
ity and the expected runtime. For the cGA, this framework yields the following
parallel-run cGA. In the initial round ℓ = 1, we start process ℓ = 1 to run the cGA
with population size µ = 2ℓ−1 for 1 generation. In round ℓ = 2, 3, . . . , all running
processes j = 1, . . . , ℓ− 1 run 2ℓ−1 generations and then we start process ℓ to run
the cGA with population size µ = 2ℓ−1 for
∑ℓ−1
i=0 2
i generations. The algorithm ter-
minates once any process has found the optimum. Algorithm 2 shows the details
of the parallel-run cGA.
Based on the following assumption, Doerr [Doe19c] proved that the expected
runtime for this parallel-run cGA is at most 6µ˜T (log2(µ˜T ) + 3).
Assumption [Doe19c]: Consider using the cGA with population size µ to
maximize a given function f . Assume that there are unknown µ˜ and T such that
the cGA for all population sizes µ ≥ µ˜ optimizes this function f in µT fitness
evaluations with probability at least 3
4
.
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Algorithm 2 The parallel-run cGA to maximize a function f : {0, 1}n → R
1: Process 1 runs cGA (Algorithm 1) with population size µ = 1 for 1 generation.
2: for Round ℓ = 2, . . . do
3: Processes 1, . . . , ℓ − 1 continue to run for another 2ℓ−1 generations, one process
after the other one.
4: Start process ℓ to run cGA (Algorithm 1) with population size µ = 2ℓ−1 and run
it for
∑ℓ−1
i=0 2
i generations.
5: end for
3 The Smart-Restart cGA
In this section, we introduce our parameter-less cGA, called smart-restart cGA. In
contrast to the parallel-run cGA it does not run processes in parallel, which is an
advantage from the implementation point of view. The main advantage we aim
for is that by predicting when runs become hopeless, we can abort these runs and
save runtime.
To detect such a hopeless situation, we use the first tight quantification of
the genetic drift effect of the EDAs by Doerr and Zheng [DZ20]. Detailedly, they
proved that in a run of the cGA with hypothetical population size µ a frequency of
a neutral bit will reach the boundaries of the frequency range in expected number
of at most 4µ2 generations, which is asymptotically tight. By Markov’s inequality
the probability that a boundary is reached in 8µ2 generations is at least 1/2.
This suggests the restart scheme described in Algorithm 3. We start with a
small population size of µ = 2. We then repeat running the cGA with population
size µ for 8µ2 generations and doubling the population size. As before, we do not
specify a termination criterion since for our analysis we just count the number of
fitness evaluations until a desired solution is found.
We consider two variations of this process. As discussed in the introduction
already, we also regard a second criterion for stopping a run of a cGA, namely
when a smaller generation budget of B = 0.5µ2/ ln(n) iterations is used. Second,
since the runtimes of the runs with either termination criterion are Θ(µ2), doubling
µ after each run implies that the costs of the iterations increase by a factor of 4.
To have the possibly more desired property that the costs only double, we also use
the update factor
√
2 instead of 2.
4 Theoretical Analysis
We follow the approach of [Doe19c] of building a theoretical analysis based on
a runtime behavior often observed. Our Assumption (L) is the same as the one
in [Doe19c] except that we ask for a slightly higher success probability of 7/8
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Algorithm 3 The smart-restart cGA to maximize a function f : {0, 1}n → R
with update factor U and generation budget B. For the update factor, we propose
to use the value U = 2 or U =
√
2. For the generation budget, we propose to use
B = 8µ2 or B = 0.5µ2/ ln(n).
1: for Round ℓ = 1, 2, . . . do
2: Run the cGA (Algorithm 1) with population size µ = 2U ℓ−1 for B iterations.
3: end for
instead of 3/4. Since most existing runtime analyses give bounds with success
probability 1− o(1), this change is not too important.
Assumption (L): Consider using the cGA with population size µ to maximize
a given function f . Assume that there are unknown µ˜ and T such that the cGA
for all population sizes µ ≥ µ˜ optimizes this function f in µT fitness evaluations
with probability at least 7
8
.
Under this assumption, we obtain the following theoretical result. It is easy to
see that the asymptotic order of magnitude of the runtime is independent of U (as
long as it is a constant), so we exemplarily make the constants explicit for U = 2.
Please see the Appendix for the proof details.
Theorem 1. Consider using the smart-restart cGA with update factor U = 2
optimizing a function f satisfying Assumption (L). With a generation budget of
B = 8µ2, the expected runtime is at most max{112
3
µ˜2, 7
12
T 2} fitness evaluations.
With B = 0.5µ2/ lnn, the expected runtime is at most max{7
3
µ˜2/ lnn, 28
3
T 2 lnn}
fitness evaluations.
We recall that the complexity of the parallel-run cGA under the original as-
sumption [Doe19c] and also our Assumption (L) is O (µ˜T log(µ˜T )). Hence, the
asymptotic relationships among T , µ˜, and n as well as the constants in these
asymptotic notations matter in the actual performance comparison between these
algorithms.
To apply our result, we recall that the cGA with all population sizes µ ≥
K
√
n ln(n) for a suitable constant K optimizes the OneMax function and the
Jump function with jump size k < 1
20
lnn in time O(µ
√
n) with probability 1 −
o(1). Hence we have Assumption (L) satisfied with µ˜ = K
√
n ln(n) and T =
√
n.
Consequently, by our result above, our smart-restart cGA with B = 0.5µ2/ logn
finds the optimum of Jump and OneMax in time O(n logn), which is also the
runtime the classic cGA has with optimal parameter choice. With B = 8µ2, we
obtain a slightly inferior runtime of O(n log2 n), which is also the runtime of the
parallel-run cGA of [Doe19c].
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5 Experimental Results
In this section, we experimentally analyze the smart-restart cGA proposed in this
work. Since such data is not available from previous works, we start with an
investigation how the runtime of the classic cGA depends on the population size µ.
This will in particular support the basic assumption underlying the smart-restart
cGA (and the parallel-run cGA from [Doe19c]) that the runtime is excessively
large when µ is below some threshold, and moderate and linearly increasing with
µ when µ is larger than this threshold.
Since the choice of the right population size is indeed critical for a good perfor-
mance of the cGA, we then analyze the performance of the two existing approaches
to automatically deal with the problem of choosing µ. Our focus is on understand-
ing how one can relieve the user of an EDA from the difficult task of setting this
parameter, not on finding the most efficient algorithm for the benchmark problems
we regard. For this reason, we do not include other algorithms in this investigation.
5.1 Test Problems
Based on the above goals, we selected the four benchmark functions OneMax,
LeadingOnes, Jump, and DeceptiveLeadingBlocks as optimization prob-
lems. For most of them also some mathematical runtime analyses exist, which
help to understand and interpret the experimental results.
All four problems are defined on binary representations (bit strings) and we
use n to denote their length. The OneMax problem is one of the easiest bench-
mark problems. The OneMax fitness of a bit string is simply the number of
ones in the bit string. Having the perfect fitness-distance correlation, most evo-
lutionary algorithms find it easy to optimize OneMax, a common runtime is
Θ(n logn). Also, mathematical runtime analyses are aided by its simple structure
(see, e.g., [Mu¨h92, JJW05, Wit06, DK15, ADFH18]), though apparently for EDAs
the runtime of OneMax is highly non-trivial. The known results for EDAs are the
following. The first mathematical runtime analysis for EDAs by Droste [Dro06]
together with a recent refinement [SW19] shows that the cGA can efficiently opti-
mize OneMax in time Θ(µ
√
n) when µ ≥ K√n ln(n) for some sufficiently large
constant K. As the proofs of this result show (and the same could be concluded
from the general result [DZ20]), in this parameter regime there is little genetic drift.
Throughout the runtime, with high probability, all bit frequencies stay above 1
4
.
For hypothetical population sizes below the
√
n log n threshold, the situation is less
understood. However, the lower bound of Ω(µ1/3n) valid for all µ = O
( √
n
ln(n) ln ln(n)
)
proven in [LSW18] together with its proof shows that in this regime the cGA suffers
from genetic drift, leading to (mildly) higher runtimes.
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The LeadingOnes benchmark is still an easy unimodular problem, however,
typically harder than OneMax. The LeadingOnes value of a bit string is the
number of ones in it, counted from left to right, until the first zero. How simple EAs
optimize LeadingOnes is extremely well understood [DJW02, JJW05, Wit06,
BDN10, Sud13, Doe19a], many EAs optimize this benchmark in time Θ(n2). Sur-
prisingly, no theoretical results are known on how the cGA optimizes Leading-
Ones. However, the runtime of another EDA, the UMDA, with population sizes
µ = Θ(λ) with suitable implicit constants and λ = Ω(log n) was shown to be
O(nλ log(λ) + n2) [DL15] and, recently, Θ(nλ) for λ = Ω(n log n) [DK20a]. With-
out going into details on this EDA not discussed so far in this work, we remark
that [DZ20] for this situation shows that genetic drift occurs when λ is below a
threshold of Θ(n). Consequently, these results show a roughly linear influence of λ
on the runtime when λ is (roughly) at least linear in n, but below this value, there
is apparently no big penalty for running the EDA in the genetic drift regime. For
the cGA, we will observe a different behavior, which also indicates that translating
general behaviors from one EDA to another, even within the class of univariate
EDAs, has to be done with caution.
The Jump benchmark is a class of multimodal fitness landscapes of scalable
difficulty. For a difficulty parameter k, the fitness landscape is isomorphic to the
one of OneMax except that there is a valley of low fitness of width k around the
optimum. More precisely, all search points in distance 1 to k−1 from the optimum
have a fitness lower than all other search points. Recent results [HS18, Doe19c,
Doe19b] show that when µ is large enough (so that the genetic drift is low, that
is, all bit frequencies stay above 1
4
), then the cGA can optimize Jump functions
quite efficiently and significantly more efficient than many classic evolutionary
algorithms. We omit some details and only mention that for k not too small, a
runtime exponential in k results from a population size µ that is also exponential
in k. This is much better than the Ω(nk) runtime of many classic evolutionary
algorithms [DJW02, DLMN17, Doe20]. It was not known whether the runtime
of the cGA becomes worse in the regime with genetic drift, but our experimental
results now show this.
The DeceptiveLeadingBlocks benchmark was introduced in [LN19]. It can
be seen as a deceptive version of the LeadingOnes benchmark. In Deceptive-
LeadingBlocks, the bits are partitioned into blocks of length two in a left-to-
right fashion. The fitness is computed as follows. Counting from left to right, each
block that consists of two ones contributes two to the fitness, until the first block
is reached that does not consist of two ones. This block contributes one to the
fitness if it consists of two zeros, otherwise it contributes zero. All further blocks
do not contribute to the fitness. The main result in [LN19] is that when µ = Θ(λ)
and λ = o(n), the runtime of the UMDA on DeceptiveLeadingBlocks is ex-
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ponential in λ. With λ as small as o(n) and a runtime that is at least quadratic,
this result holds in a regime with strong genetic drift according to [DZ20]. When
λ = Ω(n log n), a runtime of approximately 1
2
λn was shown in [DK20d]. Hence
for this function and the UMDA as optimizer, the choice of the population size is
again very important. This was the reason for including this function into our set
of test problems and the results indicate that indeed the cGA shows a behavior
similar to what the mathematical results showed for the UMDA.
5.2 Experimental Settings
We ran the original cGA (with varying population sizes), the parallel-run cGA, and
our smart-restart cGA (with two generation budgets and two update factors) on
each of the above-described four problems. For each experiment we conducted 20
independent trials expect that for reasons of extremely large runtimes in the regime
with genetic drift only 10 independent trials were conducted for the original cGA
on the Jump and DeceptiveLeadingBlocks functions. The detailed settings
for our experiments were as follows.
• Benchmark functions: OneMax (problem size n = 500), LeadingOnes
(n = 50), Jump (n = 50 and the jump size k = 10), and DeceptiveLead-
ingBlocks (n = 30).
• Maximum number of generations of the original cGA: n5 for OneMax and
LeadingOnes, nk/2 for Jump, and 10n5 for DeceptiveLeadingBlocks.
• Population size of the original cGA: µ = 2[2..10] for OneMax and Leading-
Ones, µ = 2[2..18] for Jump, and µ = 2[1..14] for DeceptiveLeading-
Blocks. Since for all µ = 2[2..8], none of 10 trials of the original cGA
in the Jump experiments reached the optimum within nk/2 generations, we
do not report these values below.
• Generation budget B for the smart-restart cGA: 8µ2 and 0.5µ2/ lnn. As
explained in the introduction, B = 8µ2 and Θ(µ2/ lnn) are two proper
choices. We chose the constant 0.5 based on the experimental results on
Jump and DeceptiveLeadingBlocks in Figure 1. We ignored the results
for OneMax and LeadingOnes since for these functions larger ranges of
population sizes all gave a good performance.
• Update factor U for the smart-restart cGA: 2 and √2. Doubling the
parameter value after each unsuccessful run (U = 2) is a natural choice
for a sequential parameter search. Since with the above generation budget
the runtime of a cGA run depends quadratically on µ, we were wondering if
11
Table 1: Runtime details for the classic cGA. Best-µ is the value of µ leading to the
smallest mean runtime. For this µ, the mean, median, minimum, and maximum
runtimes are given.
OneMax LeadingOnes Jump DLB
Best-µ 64 32 32,768 1,024
Mean 6,970 17,061 620,658 51,219
Median 6,736 14,706 545,285 49,279
Min 5,202 7698 364,110 39,346
Max 9,632 44,958 1,201,142 63,410
Note: DLB for DeceptiveLeadingBlocks.
a doubling scheme is not too aggressive (as it would be a factor-4 increase
scheme in terms of runtime). Hence, we also experimented with U =
√
2.
5.3 Experimental Results and Analysis I: The cGA with
Different Population Sizes
Figure 1 shows the runtime (measured by the number of fitness evaluations) of the
classic cGA with different population sizes when optimizing our four test functions.
To allow an estimate in which iteration the smart-restart cGA would have found
the optimum, we also plotted the two generation budgets 8µ2 and 0.5µ2/ lnn
(2 ∗ 8µ2 and 2 ∗ 0.5µ2/ lnn for the fitness evaluation numbers). We make the
precise runtimes explicit in Table 1 for the value of µ which gave the best average
runtime.
As a side result, this data confirms that the cGA has a good performance on
Jump functions, not only in asymptotic terms as proven in [HS18, Doe19c], but
also in terms of actual runtimes for concrete problem sizes. On a Jump function
with parameters n = 50 and k = 10, a classic mutation-based algorithm would
run into the local optimum and from there would need to generate the global
optimum via one mutation. For standard bit mutation with mutation rate 1
n
, this
last step would take an expected time of nk( n
n−1)
n−k, which for our values of n
and k is approximately 2.2 · 1017. With the asymptotically optimal mutation rate
of k
n
determined in [DLMN17], this time would still be approximately 7.3 · 1010.
In contrast, the median optimization time of the cGA with µ ∈ 2[15..18] is always
below 4 · 106.
The results displayed in Figure 1 generally show that indeed the runtime of the
cGA is large both for small values of µ and for large values. The efficient middle
regime is relatively wide for OneMax. On the small end only a population size
12
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Figure 1: Runtimes of the classic cGA with different population sizes.
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of µ = 4 led to larger (but then truly huge) runtimes. For µ ≥ 27, the runtime
increases roughly linearly with µ.
For all other functions, there is one clear optimal population size. Above this
value, the runtime increases in a regular manner and the runtimes are strongly
concentrated.
Below this value, the runtimes quickly raise (much steeper than on the large
side) and are less concentrated. We note that for runs that were stopped because
the maximum number of generations was reached, we simply and bluntly counted
this maximum number of generations as runtime. Clearly, there are better ways
to handle such incomplete runs, but since a fair computation for these inefficient
parameter ranges is not too important, we did not start a more elaborate evalua-
tion.
Let us regard the increase of the runtime for smaller population sizes in more
detail. For OneMax, it appears only for µ = 4, which clearly is a population
size too small to give any significant information. For the remaining values be-
fore the start of the linear increase of the runtime, the runtime is always very
small. Since it is clear that for small values like µ = 8 there will be genetic
drift, that is, frequencies that reach the lower boundary, this shows that the cGA
can optimize OneMax also in the presence of genetic drift. For LeadingOnes,
there is already a unique value for µ, namely µ = 25 that gives a clearly visibly
unique minimum median runtime. Reducing µ further leads to a clear increase of
the runtime, roughly by a factor of 6 for each halving of µ. For Jump and De-
ceptiveLeadingBlocks, reducing the population size below the efficient values
leads to a catastrophic increase of the runtime by factors of more than 100 just by
having the last reasonable runtime (a further increase from reducing the runtime
could not be observed because these experiments took so long that they had to
be stopped). We also observe a drastic increase of the variance of the runtime
when leaving the efficient regime. This indicates that some runs were very lucky
to not suffer from genetic drift and then finished early (at a runtime as if the linear
regimes was continued), whereas others suffered from genetic drift and thus took
very long. We note that when some frequencies reach the lower boundary (genetic
drift), then it takes longer to move them back into the middle regime. During
this longer runtime, of course, the remaining frequencies are still are prone to ge-
netic drift (recall that the quantitative analysis [DZ20] shows that genetic drift is
more likely the longer the run takes). These mathematical considerations and the
experimental results indicate that for objective functions which could suffer from
genetic drift, there are two very distinct extremal regimes: either no frequency
reaches the wrong boundary and the optimization is efficient, or many frequencies
reach the wrong boundary and the optimization is highly inefficient.
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We note that for DeceptiveLeadingBlocks, the runtime decreases again
when further decreasing the population size. We have no explanation for this.
Apart from this single observation, our results indicate that all four test prob-
lems show a runtime behavior as described in Assumption (L). To make this more
visible, we computed the ratio of the median runtimes for the highest and second-
highest population size in the data displayed in Figure 1. Since the highest popu-
lation size is twice the second-highest one, a ratio of two would indicate a perfect
linear behavior (note that we regard the two highest population sizes to be as
much as possible in the linear regime). The ratios we observed are 1.95, 1.82, 1.93,
and 1.87 for OneMax, LeadingOnes, Jump, and DeceptiveLeadingBlocks
respectively, which supports our theory that Assumption (L) is a runtime profile
often observed for the cGA.
5.4 Experimental Results and Analysis II: Comparison Be-
tween Parallel-run cGA and Smart-restart cGA
5.4.1 Runtimes
Table 2 shows the runtimes of the parallel-run cGA and smart-restart cGA (with
two generation budgets and two update factors). We see that for the easy functions
OneMax and LeadingOnes, the smart-restart cGA in any setting has a smaller
runtime than the parallel-run cGA. This can be explained from the data in Fig-
ure 1: Since the runtimes are similar for several population sizes, the parallel-run
cGA with its strategy to assign a similar budget to different population sizes just
wastes computational power, which the smart-restart cGA saves by aborting some
processes early. For both functions, the larger generation budget is superior. This
fits again to the plots in Figure 1 and to our interpretation that genetic drift here
is not so detrimental. Consequently, it is better to let the current run continue
than to abort it and start a new one.
More interesting are the results for Jump and DeceptiveLeadingBlocks.
We recall that here a wrong choice of the population size can be catastrophic, so
these are the two functions where not having to choose the population size is a
big advantage for the user. What is clearly visible from the data is that here the
smaller generation budget is preferable for the smart-restart cGA. This fits to our
previously gained intuition that for these two functions, genetic drift is detrimental.
Hence there is no gain from continuing a run that is suffering from genetic drift
(we note that there is no way to detect genetic drift on the fly – a frequency can
be at a (wrong) boundary value due to genetic drift or at a (correct) boundary
value because of a sufficiently strong fitness signal). Concerning the update factor,
there is no clear picture.
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Table 2: Runtime comparison between the parallel-run cGA and the four variants of the smart-restart cGA
OneMax LeadingOnes Jump DLB
Parallel-run cGA Mean(Std-dev) 62,705(2,241) 183,992(81,499) 6,964,249(8,647,270) 365,757(317,466)
Median 63,150 147,456 3,888,671 169,445
Min 59,380 64,466 384,826 65,416
Max 68,440 319,074 37,466,078 1,159,150
Smart-restart cGA Mean(Std-dev) 12,559(1,264)+ 28,359(12,983)+ 2,506,117,742(5,170,078,482)- 2,798,567(2,363,710)-
with B = 8µ2 Median 12,376 31,661 268,907,524 1,434,478
and U = 2 Min 10,568 11,668 16,785,876 7,408
Max 15,528 47,564 17,180,765,184 5,656,524
Smart-restart cGA Mean(Std-dev) 18,297(4,683)+ 42,202(18,221)+ 368,933,280(530,770,847)- 1,766,550(1,927,353)-
with B = 8µ2 Median 15,690 46,248 134,412,883 1,070,238
and U =
√
2 Min 13,820 14,028 528,240 1,832
Max 27,168 80,620 2,148,950,634 8,453,288
Smart-restart cGA Mean(Std-dev) 41,966(431)+ 90,777(36,745)+ 6,870,179(8,709,131)= 83,694(61,514)+
with B = 0.5µ2/ lnn Median 42,082 77,842 1,997,966 54,070
and U = 2 Min 40,978 52,544 14,026 14,730
Max 42,658 176,806 23,530,502 167,804
Smart-restart cGA Mean(Std-dev) 41,247(298)+ 132,115(36,457)+ 7,872,212(15,051,482)= 120,973(77,923)+
with B = 0.5µ2/ lnn Median 41,193 123,155 4,454,652 103,718
and U =
√
2 Min 40,768 66,848 160,766 30,384
Max 41,648 224,416 69,217,910 360,656
Note: DLB for DeceptiveLeadingBlocks. A Wilcoxon rank sum test with significance level 0.05 is conducted between parallel cGA
and fours variants of the smart-restart cGA, and “=”, “-”, and “+” represent that the variant has similar, worse, and better performance
than the parallel-run cGA. A Wilcoxon rank sum test (not displayed in the table) between the variant of the smart-restart cGA with
smallest mean runtime and the other variants of the smart-restart cGA in all cases showed the other variants to be significantly inferior
apart from the case B = 0.5µ2/ lnn and U =
√
2 for Jump and DeceptiveLeadingBlocks.
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What is clear as a general rule is that both algorithms, the parallel-run cGA
and the smart-restart cGA with the small generation budget, clearly do a good
job in running the cGA with a reasonable population size – recall that for both of
the difficult functions, a wrong choice of the population size can easily imply that
the cGA does not find the optimum in 108 iterations.
5.4.2 Population Sizes
Table 3 collects the population size µ which first finds the optimum (stopping
population size) for the parallel-run cGA and smart-restart cGA (with two gener-
ation budgets and two update factors). For the parallel-run cGA, we also give the
round ℓ in which the optimum is found. Before we look at the data in Table 3, we
go back to Figure 1 to figure out what our experiments on the cGA with different
population sizes could indicate on the stopping population size. Focusing on the
intersection points of the two generation budget lines with the whiskers and the
positional relations between two lines and the outliers, we obtain the following
prior guesses on the ranges of the stopping population sizes.
• OneMax: [16, 32] for B = 8µ2 and [256, 512] for B = 0.5µ2/ lnn.
• LeadingOnes: [16, 64] for B = 8µ2 and [256, 1024] for B = 0.5µ2/ lnn.
• Jump: [2048, 16384] for B = 8µ2 and [1024, 32768] for B = 0.5µ2/ lnn.
• DeceptiveLeadingBlocks: [64, 1024] for both B = 8µ2 and 0.5µ2/ lnn.
Now together with Table 3, we find that the experimental stopping population
sizes almost perfectly match our guesses. The most striking exceptions are the
minimum values of 181 and 8 for the Jump and DeceptiveLeadingBlocks
function in the case (B,U) = (8µ2,
√
2). Here apparently some run with very
small population size was very lucky to not suffer from genetic drift and thus
reach the optimum quickly.
We note that the maximum value for the smart-restart cGA with B = 8µ2
and U = 2 on the Jump function is not an exception since we took nk/2 as the
maximum generation budget for a cGA run. The outlier of log2 µ = 14 has the
runtime of 2 · 5010/2 in Figure 1, which means that the real runtime is larger than
the current one, thus the intersection should happen at a larger population size.
Together with the “optimal” population size of the cGA from Table 1, we can
see that except LeadingOnes function the stopping population size of the smart-
restart cGA is smaller than the optimal population size of the original cGA. The
reason could be that the optimal population size in Table 1 is based on the mean
runtime, which does not rule out that there is a good probability that the cGA
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Table 3: Population size µ that found the optimum (“stopping population size”)
in runs of the parallel-run cGA and smart-restart cGA
Parallel-run cGA OneMax LO Jump DLB
Round ℓ Mean 12 13 17 14
Median 12 13 17 13
Min 12 12 14 12
Max 12 14 20 16
µ Mean 14 41 12,288 236
Median 16 32 6,144 128
Min 8 16 1,024 4
Max 32 128 65,536 1024
Smart-restart cGA OneMax LO Jump DLB
B = 8µ2 Mean 32 50 8,550 477
and U = 2 Median 32 64 4,096 512
Min 32 32 1,024 64
Max 32 64 32,768 1024
B = 8µ2 Mean 26 39 3,834 278
and U =
√
2 Median 23 45 2,896 256
Min 23 23 181 8
Max 32 64 11,585 724
B = 0.5µ2/ lnn Mean 512 589 7027 640
and U = 2 Median 512 512 4,096 512
Min 512 512 256 256
Max 512 1,024 16,384 1024
B = 0.5µ2/ lnn Mean 362 536 4,330 529
and U =
√
2 Median 362 512 4,096 512
Min 362 362 724 256
Max 362 724 16,384 1,024
Note: LO for LeadingOnes and DLB for DeceptiveLeadingBlocks.
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with a smaller population can reach the optimum within a reasonable time with
fair probability.
In Table 3, we also collect the round number in which the parallel-run cGA
has found the optimum. Note that in round ℓ, the maximum population size of
all processes changes from 2ℓ−2 to 2ℓ−1. However, the successful run almost always
used a much smaller population.
6 Conclusion
Choosing the right population size for estimation-of-distribution algorithms is one
of the key difficulties for their practical usage. In order to remove the population
size as a parameter and thus make the EDA easier to use, this paper proposed
a parameter-less framework for EDAs, using the compact genetic algorithm as
example. This framework is a simple restart strategy with exponentially growing
population size, but different from previous works it sets a prior generation budget
for each population size based on a recent quantitative analysis estimating when
genetic drift is likely to occur and render the EDA inefficient.
Under a reasonable assumption on how the runtime depends on the popula-
tion size, we theoretically analyzed our scheme and observed that it can lead to
asymptotically optimal runtimes for the cGA.
Via extensive experiments on OneMax, LeadingOnes, Jump, and Decep-
tiveLeadingBlocks, we showed the efficiency of the parameter-less cGA, also
when compared with the parallel-run cGA. The results for the original cGA with
different population sizes experimentally show that the population size is crucial
for the performance of the cGA.
We positively believe that our parameter-less framework for the cGA can be
also applied to other univariate EDAs, again building on the quantitative analysis
of genetic drift in [DZ20]. The problem of how to cope with genetic drift, naturally,
is equally interesting for multivariate EDAs. For these, however, our theoretical
understanding is limited to very few results such as [ZM04, LN19, DK20b]. In
particular, a quantitative understanding of genetic drift comparable to [DZ20]
is completely missing. Another interesting question is if dynamic choices of the
population size in EDAs can be fruitful. In classic EAs, dynamic parameter choices
have recently been used very successfully to overcome the difficulty of finding a
suitable static parameter value, see, e.g., the survey [DD20]. How to use such ideas
for EDAs is currently not at all clear.
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Appendix
Proof of Theorem 1. For the case B = 8µ2, let ℓ′ = min{ℓ ∈ N | 2ℓ ≥
max{µ˜, T/8}}. It is not difficult to see that for any ℓ ≥ ℓ′, the population size
µ := 2ℓ satisfies µ ≥ µ˜ and 8µ2 ≥ µT . Hence, according to the assumption, we
know the cGA with such a µ optimizes f with probability at least 7
8
in time µT .
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Now the expected time when the smart-restart cGA finds the optimum of f is at
most
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where the last inequality uses 2ℓ
′ ≤ max{2µ˜, T/4} from the definition of ℓ′.
Similarly, for the case of B = 0.5µ2/ lnn, we let ℓ∗ = min{ℓ ∈ N | 2ℓ ≥
max{µ˜, 2T lnn}}. Then for any ℓ ≥ ℓ∗, the population size µ := 2ℓ satisfies µ ≥ µ˜
and 0.5µ2/ lnn ≥ µT . Hence, according to the assumption, we know the expected
time when the smart-restart cGA finds the optimum of f is at most
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where the last inequality uses 2ℓ
∗ ≤ max{2µ˜, 4T ln n} from the definition of ℓ∗.
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